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IGI Global. home; downloads; General.Q: Oracle Query to Return Unknown
Number of Fields in Result I have a query which returns multiple result sets,
each with potentially 1 to 1 million rows. I want to use a view to quickly
create a summary of all the results. I want to return the tables as columns.
I've tried this: SELECT * FROM my_results_view UNION ALL SELECT 'Results'
|| ROWNUM FROM DUAL; However, this query gets an error which says that
ROWNUM is only supported in a subquery. Is there any way to return 1 row
which then lists the results table name and the ROWNUM value, for each
result set? A: The error is that ROWNUM is not a column of the SELECT part
of the query; it is of the DUAL table, which is also part of the query, so you
cannot reference it there. You can, however, use a CTE. WITH r AS ( SELECT
1 ROWNUM FROM DUAL UNION ALL SELECT 2 FROM DUAL UNION ALL
SELECT 3 FROM DUAL UNION ALL SELECT 4 FROM DUAL ) SELECT r.rownum,
col1, col2, col3 FROM r; The WITH clause isn't strictly needed because you
can reference the variable; however, it is clearer to include it because then
you can also do: SELECT ROWNUM AS rownum, col1, col2, col3 FROM r; Q:
php string replacement not working I want to remove! and $ from a string.
The code below is not working. $username = str_replace('!', '', $username);
$username = str_replace('$', '', $username); A: You're probably looking for:
$username = preg_replace('/\!|\$/', 6d1f23a050
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